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Summary 

A number of existing cameras for Nuclear Medicine 
imaging of radio-isotope distributions give depth 
information about the distribution. These deviceg have 
in common that they pi -vide tomographic images of the 
object, that Is, that tmap.es of a given object plane 
have that plane in focus and all other object planes 
contribute an out-of-focus background superimposed on 
the In-focus Image. 

We present here a method for three dimensional 
reconstruction of these axial tomographic images which 
removes the blurred off-plane activity from a number of 
transverse planes simultaneously. The method is 
applicable to a number of tomographic cameras, such as 
the multiple single-pirjhole camera, the rotating 
slanted-hole collimator, the Anger focussing tomographic 
scanner,and the positron camera. The method can be 
implemented on a small computer having a disc system. 

Introduction 

A number of cameras for Nuclear Kedicine imaging 
have been built in the recent past which provide depth 
information about radio-isotope distributions instead 
of the simple projected views produced by pinhole 
collimators. These devices gave images which were, in 
principle, similar to the tomographic images given by a 
microscope- any given plane was in focus while the 
out-of-focus planes gave only a smoothed-nut background. 
In microscopy, object contrast and resolution are high 
and the out-of-focus background is not disturbing. In 
Nuclear Medicine imaging with Its low resolution and 
its frequently low contrast objects It is often not 
possible? to distinguish the in-focus plane from the 
out-of-focus images. Removal of the background would 
enable detection of smaller lesions and of lesions of 
lower contnst. 

The method of three dimensional imaging we present 
here removes this blurred background from a number of 
parallel planes through the object simultaneously. It 
is applicable to a number of existing tomographic 
cameras and we discuss three of these cameras below. 
Data taken by such a camera provides information from 
which a computer can produce tomographic Images on 
transverse planes through the object. Using thecs 
tomograms and a knowledge of the geometric imaging 
properties of the device, reconstructions of the 
original object are made on these planes with a 
deconvolutlon technique. 

PINHOLE APIITUIE 

Forming the Tomographic Images 

Imaging devices which give depth information 
abou*t a source point require radiation from the point 
to be detected from distinctly separate directions. In 
Nuclear Medicine imaging devices the direction of each 
gamma ray event is known and, If separate views of a 
source distribution have been made, a tomographic 
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Fig. 1 Making the different views with the multiple 

single-pinhole camera 
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Fig. 2 Multiple Single-Pinhole Camera- Response tr> a 
point source. The tomographic images of the 
point are shown as the sum of back projections 
of the single-pinhole views. 

image on any plane through the source can bfe made by 
back-projecting the gamma rays onto that plane. 
Multiple Single Pinhole Camera 

One such tomographic device uses multiple sinr.le-
pinhole views (Fig. 1). The depth-Information 
properties of these multiple vlewn is illustrated in 
Fig. 2 where the source distribution is a single 
point. An exposure is made using one pinhole selected 
from the array. Tomographic images on a number of 
planes are made by back projecting photons from this 
exposure through the same pinhole and adding the 
appropriate intensity to each tomographic plane at its 
Intersection with the line. The process Is repeated 
for the other views and the final tomographic plane 
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Image Is the sum of contributions from all these views. 
The plane which actually contained the point source 
has a sharp image while in other planes the image of 
the point source Is blurred out. 

In analyzing image formation it is useful to use 
the point respmse function hij (>,£'). This function, 
characteristic of the imaging device used, describes 
the response at point T_ in plane j to a point source 
at poincr' in plane I, From Fig. 2 it is seen that 
this function, or blurring pattern, for the multiple 
single-pinhole camera has a shape similar to the 
original array of pinholes but with a size which 
depends upon the geometry. Fig, 3a shows one of the 
pinhole arrays used in our wort;. 

In another mode the collimator is rotated continuously 
during data collection and the blurring pattern is a 
circle (Fig. 3.:) . 2 

Blurring Patterns - a) For multiple pinhole 
array, b) For rotating slanted-hole 
collimator with discrete rotations, c) For 
rotating slanted-hole collimator with 
continuous rotation, d) For positron camera 
with data selection. 

ROTATING 
COLLIMATOR \ I DETECTOR 

Fig. A Rotating Slanted-Hole Collimator Camera-
Hesponse to a point source. The tomographic 
images of the point are shown for two positions 
of the collimator, 0° and 180°. 

Rotating. Slanted-hole Collimator Camera 
Another device used to obtain tomographic images in 

Nuclear Medicine is the rotating slwited-hole collimator 
(Fig. 4). The collimator rotates about an axis 
perpendicular to the detector and the parallel holes 
are slanted at an angle to this axis, generally about 
20 degrees. When the collimator is at a given 
position the image of a point source is a single point 
on the detector, Whea the collimator has rotated 
180° the image of this point source has traveled on 
the arc of a circle to an opposite position. As done 
previously, tomographic Images on a number of 
transverse planes can be made by back projecting the 
detector image obtained at a given position of the 
collltrator along the known direction of the parallel 
holes and then repeating this process for all positions 
of the collimator. 

In one mode of operation of this camera views are 
taken at discrete positions of the collimator and the 
blurring patterns have a shape similar to Fig. 3b,1 

.DETECTOR I DETECTOR 2. 

Positron Camera- Response to a point source. 
The tomographic images of the point are shown 
for two positron events. 

Positron Camera 

Positron cameras are currently under intensive 
development^ because of their ability to give tomo
graphic images without the use of a collimator and 
the associated loss of intensity. The two 511 KeV 
annihilation gamma-rays from a positron source radiate 
from the source point at 180° to each other (Fig. 5). 
Interactions with two detectors determine,as in the 
previous cases, only a line on which the source lies. 
Projection of events detected onto a transverse plane 
gives, again, a tomographic Image of the source 
distribution with that plnne in focus and other planes 
blurred and superimposed. 

The fraction of detected events from a point source 
in"the midplane, say, decrease considerably as the point 
source moves away from the center of the plane. Our 
three dimensional image reconstruction method requires 
that the point response function remains constant in 
shape, size, and intensity as the point source moves 
over the camera field of view on a given plane, although 
it may be different for different planes. This blurring 
pattern can be maintained constant over a given area of 
a plane if the computer which constructs the tomographic 
Image planes accepts data only for those events for 
which IX2-X1I i. d and iy2~yiI l d vh->re d I& smaller 
than w", the width of irhe detectors. The region of 
constant detection efficiency for thrt mldplane which 
results Is a square of width W-d, The blurring pattern 
Is also a Sfjuare (Fig. 3d). 

Object Reconstruction from Tomographic Images 
Each tomographic image plane of a three 

dimensional object has a finite width slab of the 
object in focus. The thickness of this slab, the 
depth of field of the camera, depends only on geometry 
and detector resolution. Of course, included in the 
tomographic image, superimposed on the ln-focus object 
plane, are the blurred contributions fron- all the 
other planes which we are trying to eliminate In the 
deconvolution method outlined balow. The resulting 
Image of the abject will be a series of images on 
adjacent planes, each representing the object averaged 
over the depth of field of tl.2 Imaging system. 
Lateral and depth resolutions after deconvolution are 
the same as before. We are only removing the off-
plane contributions and not looking for super-
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''.".f.fJsAi1- ̂ Inglo rinho.U- f-inern 
f'lR, ? shows that hjf 1B a delta function of 

intensity Nh -wd the h(](r_,r_') is Just the pattern h 
nf the Mb hole array used, hut displaced and with n 
il?e dependent on Rcorwtry. Tf mi] (Sl-Sj)/-*! is the 
size parameter and the pinholes In h are located at 
positions rjc, k-1,,.,Nh, we have 

hfitr.r') - h(r-r,Si/Si, nij) I. )-l,. ,.S,i (2) 
n V* : ( i - ( r ' s i / s i + »ijik>> 

I'slnc this In t'-i. (I) we hn«c 

M'r 1 " E ^ ' ^ P " •'l,t(r."Sl/Sp h(r-r",ni|) d2r_" 

- £(st/Sj)-» .^(TSi/Sj) * h(r.nij) (3. 

For a r iven va l«e of r , p o s i t i o n r e l a t i v e to the 
I s , equa t ion (2) Is a s e t of Sp equn t lnns In 
a r l a b l c s o\. The t j ' s a re combinat ions of" 
inhole Image da ta and h( r_ ,n i j ) depends only 
Inhole l o c a t i o n s in the array and t h e 
t af rl>*> r e c o n s t r u c t i o n p l a n e s , 
lni; the Four i e r t ransform of F.q. (2) and us ing 
l n r i t y theorem for Four i e r t r ans fo rms Riven 
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he quantities Tj,ni,Hi|, Fourier transforms of 
responding quantities of Eq.(2), are functions 
•jpatlnT frequency tj. To eliminate the j-
ncv of the quantities Ol we let u • 11 * /S^ 

<5> 
For thoHe (nnguiar) spatial frequencies y_' for which 
the determinant I)(u') ' 111) j(u'/Sj)| is not zero, 
V.tis. (">) can he solved for Oi<ti'/Si) and Inverse 
Fourier transforms Rive the desired background-free 
lm.ip.es oj (r). 

We note r'.tat h in Eq,3 deuends only on the 
t'i f ference, r-,r", of response point and source point 
locations. The more cenernl functional dependence 
hi|(£tr') makes the Integral equation (1> much core 
difficult to sol-re. 
peter nlna_nt - When the determinant D(u_') equals zero 
for -nme (angular) spatial frequency u', this component 
r.-itirwr be determined for nny object plane. Using the 
analvtlc form of the Fourier transform of the delta-
function pinholes of Kq. 2 ue can Investigate the 
properties of the determinant 

A-i2*uVat t<si-si)/sisj3 
Hi)(u'/Si) ' ^ t 

i.V (6) 

At zero spatial frequency H-tj(o) •» Nh and the 
SpxSp determinant D(o) Is identically zero. This 
means that our reconstructions oj(r) are Indefinite by 
an additive constant. This la not a problem If this 
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is the only zero since this constant can be determined 
by a subsidiary condition, for Instance, that oi(v* 
has no negative value. The general property, DttiT 
arises from the fact that only a projection at 900 
will Klv*r the total Intensity of an object plane, 
other projections for an object which has, say, ;;p 

planes of uniform Intensity (oi(r_)"ri) give the -"it 
value (Eli) and assignment of a "given plane's In 
Is not possible. 

Because the slope of D(u) Is also zero at u»o, 
the determinant has small values ncnr the origin, for 
Instance, at the first harmonic of spatial frequency, 
uj. Since the reconstruction nj^uj) has terns in It 
proportional to Tj(ui)/D(ui), when !>(ui) Is small 
T^Cuj) must be eorrt pondinglv small so as to xlve 
the correct value for Ofcfti]). TWuj) depends on data 
from the camera and therefore has statistical 
fluctuations tn it which are najtnifled by 1/D(ui>, 
Rivinft rise to Incorrect values for °kfni). Th»se 
low frequency fluctuations have not been A problem so 
far for up to five-plane reconstructions but they nav 
turn out to be a limitation of the reconstruction 
method. 

other zeroes of the determinant can **slly be 
avoided by choice of n suitable pinhole array. The 
determinant for various arrays Is shown In FIR. 6 as 
a function of (vector) spatial frequency and also 
plotted in Ftp. 7 as a function of u„. It t» aetn 
that a regularly spaced array has numerous zeroes in 
the frequency plane while other, non-roRular arrays 
do not have this oroblea. 

The determinant r>(V) of the reconstruct ten 
matrix for three planes for the ntiltlplc 
sinRlc-pinhole camera, a) For a 3 x 3 
regular pinhole array, b) For the pfnholc 
array of HR. 2b. c> "or the pinhole arrav 
/>f Tip. 2a. 

DISC { POSiTfO: CAMERA ) \ 

WNGiTOMOCAMERA) 

rZH-iT ARRAY 

3 
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Ftp. 7. Deteminant of the reconstruction matrix as a 
function ov spatial frequency for different cameras 
and blerrinft patterns. 

Reconstructions - To investigate the reconstruction 
method a computer simulation was made of an object in 
three plane? (Fi^. 8). ITie tomographic images of 
Fir.. 8c were done using the pinhole array of Fig. 3a, 
It is seen that t^\ for example, has 03 In focus with 
blurred contributions frcn the other planes. I'sinp 
these images the rticons^-uctlons of F1R. fid were 
made, in excellent \-;reement with the original. 
However, these tomograms were produced as if the 
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•IK. 8, leutgc Roconetruction with teultiple single-
ptnholc vieus- Cotsput«r simulation assuming no 
s t a t i s t i ca l variation of object picture ?leacnt 
intensities between views. ») Projected vieu of 
n!>)cct as i t would be seen with a parallel-hole 
rullfeuitor. b) The three dieenslonal object located 
In three planes, c> Topographic ieutgos eonotroctcd 
us in« nine pinholes with the blurring pattern of 
FIR. 2a. d) Reconstruction of the object union the 
toRORTftphic Icifieit t j , t 2 » t 3 . 

. i t. 
4 

FIR. 9. Image Reconstruction- Conputer simulation 
nssunlng 51 s t a t i s t i ca l variation of object picture 
elnncntg. a) Teaograpfcic linages on the five planes of 
a five plane object using blurring pattern of Fig. 2a. 
b) Reconstructions of these planes showing a snail 
ncsunt of background introduced by photon s t a t i s t i c s . 

detector had collected an Infinite nunner of photons 
frop e.ich picture elenenc. A note rea l is t ic -as* in 
civen in Pitt. 9. Here, an average of 400 counts 
cot.il was assumed to have been collected frs» each 
nicturc eleisiint of a five-plan* object. These 400 
counts, however, were distributed s ta t i s t i ca l ly aoong 
the 9 pinhole views and the towograss of Fig.9a w*re 
then formed. The reconstructions show excellent 
nrxoetient with the originals but a small background 
can he seen. 

A radioactive source van used with ,i xenon-f 1 lied 
oultiwlre proportional chfleher (&Bcn nqunre, 2t=n 
resolution) .iml the illftitlscd encea-event coordinate*; 
were put on esgnetie tape for Input to the 
reconatructton program. The object, n c i rc le , cross, 
and triangle* wa* located on three olanei, SJ-20CIB, 
S2"25c«, Sj-Mca. Botector to pinhole array distance 
was 39c«. The pinhole array of Fin. 3b (icn holes 
9co dinneter) was used so nit to vaxtatac depth 
resolution for a Riven field of view. Thu cooogMra 
and their reconstructlonsare shown in FIR. 10. 
Because of Che high object contrast, not usually the 
case in Suclear Kodlclne, the nature of the defects 
can be Inferred froo the totsoRrnm .ilnne. The 
reconstruction nethod, however, has clearly succetis-
fully TeooMftd artifact* and background fron the 
toeeogram. 

+ O V 
Fig. 10. Tooograew ( t j , t 2 . t 3 ) and their reconstructions 

(oj.oj.o^) UAIOK a wire proportional chamber anJ the 
pinhole^ array of F i e 2a. 

The Hotating Slanted^Hple^ Cqljtl&itor 
For this canera, and also for she positror. 

csacrn, the point response function hn* the fans 
(onaloRous to Kq. 2) 

h j j (£,£' > • h Cr-i>', R( j) ( 
where the size pnraoeecr J=JJ - (S^-Sj) tan -i, wd -i 
is the angle the slanted holes sake with the 
col l loator 's axis of rotation. The absence of the 
coefficient S J / S J which aul t ipl lcs r ' in the 
tsuttlple pinhole caso makes the reconstruction 
equations (analogous to F.Q. 5) csueh sietpler-

TJ<£> " jf°i*il> Hlj(".) W - (1) 
We note there are no scale changes required here. 

When this cauera is operated In the continuously 
rotating node the blur pattern is an annulus (FIR.JC) 
and H,ij depends on the nagnltudc of spatial frequency, 
u, and not on i;a vector coepoaents. Hjj<u> Is n 
natrix synaetrlc In the indicen 1 and J. 
In this mode we have 

H(,(u) - Js(nt|U) "H 'iju <9) 
where J c is the Hesael function of order se -o. The 
determinant of this matrix for four regularly space 
planes is shown in FIR. 7. 
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The }'OHi t ron Capera References 
AM discussed hufore, datn froa the positron 

canern should be taken with HOC* nwxlnun nllovable 
difference In the coordinate values, d - inax( lx i -x 2 | ) 
•• trjtxl (yj-yij) (FIR. S). Mien thlu 1B done. In each 
plane which in sufficiently near the nidplane there in 
.m area where point sources are detected with constant 
efficiency. The point response function la then Riven 
liy Kq. 7 where tan > In n | j is d/(channcr separation). 
Hn- n]u.it l « « (toverntne toaoarnn formation arc the 
»«re as F.qs. (8) and the reconstructed oblectV 
Viiurler trans forts in piven by 

"k(«> " £':Jfc<l!> Tftu) k - l . . . . S p (10) 

when- itu- XpxXp catrix G(u) i« the Inverse of H(ii) 
evaluated at the spatial frequency u. 

If the point response function is evaluated for 
•"ail .incJert i (neKlectlnc solid angle effects) wc have 

i!jj(u) - r»fft<.i tiux)/<ni)uN)l[ftin(atju v;/<AiiUv>] 
' HZ) 

.it : ji •• *-(Si-Sj)tan -i. A praph of the determinant 
( ! t U ( u j | ' " clven In FiR. 10a and shows the faeiliar 

pntperfy />f lu-lnR zero at u»0. The determinant for 
the ponltron ennrrn, however, 1« the only one of 
the canoras studied which docs not show a decrease 
at hiRher spatial frequencies which nay RIVC me 
poKfirun csecr.t rionewhat better noise characteristics, 
('•mally, ihene caserns arc constructed to accept a 
lame solid anple ( i • "-40") and the effects of 
•mlid anple twist be put Into the point response 
functions. 

in general, Hjt(«) is real , symctric in 1 and J, 
and (ft itlwo .i separable function of u x and u,, because 
the Murrlnp patr-m in a square. When the tnnocraphic 
pl:cnes .1 re reF«'..rlv spaced Hj j («) depends on the 
difference j l - | | so that , out of the X* ijJencnts of the 
ra i r lx H (for each :ioatla! frequence- component), there 
are onJv (^ p -D different values. The Inverse natrlx 
i- J«, nf course, also real and svntsctrie but i t In not 
•icparahle. For reRtilnrlv spaced planes It has about 
'• •'••,'< * \)- different elercntn for each spatial 
f ri-qnencv component. 

fazy it.. :tlonal He qui react, t s - Operation of this 
reconstruction Method will require only Che use of a 
snail computer toRCther with an associated disc systcn, 
and work Is In prepress to lnplcRcnt this . A randora 
.-iccesrt nera'ry of 28K Is ntsple to reconstruct toeogracs 
havlnjj 6«x64 - i0% picture elcncnts. The inverse 
tutrices I:J.(M) neotl to be prc-eonputed for a f-iven 
Beoriftry ami nueber of planes and will reside a*- disk 
an a ^(Sy. ' + 1)- X -4096 matrix. Calculation b=«ins 
with the Fourier transforms of the S'p tonoRrams, one at 
-T lira.-, with renrrnnReeent and stornpe on disc of the 
rt-.il and lnnplnary parts as n C2S'„) X 4096 matrix. 
A Riven plane is rcconntriictcd by orfnglnK tbe T and C 
rviirlces Into random access HtarnRQ, a buffer-load at a 
l i r e , and adding appropriate products of the elements 
of C .md T into the real and lnap.lnnry parts of the 
•'•09ft ohject natrlx. This requires 2!.'px4096 additions 
.-md tnultlalicatlonn. An Inverse Fourier transform will 
p.lve the icconstrucccd plane. 
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